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We are social creatures. It is our human instinct to come together to share wisdom and stories, but it was not 
until the groups of people got large enough that we defined the commencement of civilization. That’s what civi-
lization means; living in cities.

To live together in large numbers we have had to learn to a few things; to share space, to share resources, to 
cooperate, to specialise, to listen. We have had to modify our human nature to create an Urban Nature.

Our Urban Nature is sophisticated, collaborative, open, considerate, sustainable and efficient. At its finest it can 
also be elegant, stylish and highly functional. Urban Nature furniture is a contemporary expression of us at our 
best.

Natural Zebrano timber veneer from renewable plantation sources

Chromed wishbone legs

Elegantly thin shark-nose edge

Soft close drawers

Built-in power and data sockets

Clean uncluttered lines

In Praise of Cities

Features
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Natural Zebrano timber veneer from renewable plantation sources

Chromed wishbone legs

Elegantly thin shark-nose edge

Soft close drawers

Built-in power and data sockets

Clean uncluttered lines

FIUDKS2150L - LEFT
FIUDKS2150R - RIGHT
A modern inspirational furniture meets the expecta-
tions of professionals and executives through care-
fully and elegantly designed desk system.  Available 
in left and right configurations

FIUDKS2150R RIGHT CONFIGURATION DISPLAYED

Elegant surface and edge finishing

Integrated handle design
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FIUDKS1950L - LEFT
FIUDKS1950R - RIGHT
Open, sleek and clever. The UrbanNature Ex-
ecutive desk is a sophisticated and function-
al configuration offering the user freedom to 
move, optimal work space, easy accessibil-
ity to filing and features  built-in motorized 
retractable power and data sockets and soft 
close drawers in a sleek and low format 

FIUDKS1950R RIGHT CONFIGURATION DISPLAYED

Motorized retractable power & data mechanism

Soft close drawers and doors
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FIUBMT3000
Elegant and clean conferencing arena with offset legs to maximize chair 
space, Features dual sided access to concealed desktop power and data 
points (power & data outlets extra)

Desktop power, data and phone line access

Neatly designed power cover
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FIUBMT2400
With the same solid build and elegant looks as the FIUBMT3000, this ta-
ble is designed for smaller boardrooms. A solid table top with concealed 
desktop power and data points (power & data outlets extra)

Desktop power, data and phone line access

Neatly designed power cover
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FIUSC4D
The UrbanNature 4 door cabinet is a cutting edge design with 
fine finishing and quality. A place for everything. Featuring soft 
closing doors with integrated handles

FIURMT900
Basic round meeting table for quick get-togethers, 
seats 4 in style and comfort

A place for everything. Featuring soft closing drawers with 
integrated handles. Constructed with 3 top utility drawers 
and 3 bottom filing drawers

FIUFC6D
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NSW 
4-6 Bentley Street
Wetherill Park 2164
Ph: 61 2 9756 4988
Fax: 61 2 9756 4991

QLD
4/272 Lavarack Avenue 
Eagle Farm 4009
Ph: 61 7 3260 2060
Fax: 61 7 3260 2070

WA
3 Pusey Road
Jandakot 6164
Ph: 61 8 9417 4007
Fax: 61 8 9417 4009 

N.Z
UNIT B, 50A Greenmount 
Drive, East Tamaki. 
Auckland 2013
Ph: 64 9 2730147
Fax: 64 9 2730145

VIC  
27 MacBeth Street
Braeside 3195
Ph: 61 3 95878628
Fax: 61 3 95878691
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